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Formal Domestic
 Retail and 

the Story of
 Chain Stores

 in Pakistan 
Over the past few decades, Pakistan’s retail sector has 
seen a number of domestic brands penetrate the 
domestic commerce market. Many of these brands 
operate through the chain store retail model. These 
chain store businesses are an integral part of the 
formal retail sector in Pakistan and contribute signifi-
cantly by providing employment and paying taxes. 
Yet, despite their critical role in the economy, only 
limited research is available on the breadth of the 
business networks of these brands and how they 
operate. 

There are an estimated 134 domestic chain store 
brands in Pakistan. Out of the 134 estimated domes-
tic chain store brands in Pakistan, 73 (54%) belong 
to the clothing & apparel segment, making it the 
largest segment in the chain store market. Further-
more, 20 (15%) belong to footwear, 15 (11%) 
belong to supermarket & departmental stores, 7 
(5%) belong to accessories, 5 (4%) belong to the 
kids’, 5 (4%) belong to the leather accessories, 5 
(4%) belong to the pharmacy segments, respectively.

There is an estimated total of 3,911 chain stores in 
Pakistan. The estimated median number of stores for 
the 134 listed domestic chain store brands is 15 
stores. Furthermore, the 25th percentile is approxi-
mately 6 stores, whereas the 75th percentile is approx-
imately 36 stores. The smallest chain store brand in 
terms of its network has 1 store, whereas the largest 
chain store brand in terms of its network has 466 
stores across Pakistan. Table 2 summarizes the 
median, 25th & 75th percentiles, and min and max 
for each of the segments within the chain store sector 
in Pakistan.

Figure 1: No. of Domestic Chain Store Brands

Table 1 lists prominent domestic chain 
store brands in each segment of the retail industry.

Source: Author’s calculations using data scrapped from the web.

NUMBER OF CHAIN STORES 

Segment Brand 

Supermarkets & 
Departmental Stores Imtiaz, Al-Fatah, Diamond, Chase, Green Valley 

Clothing & Apparel Khaadi, Bareeze, Cambridge, Junaid Jamshed, Sapphire, Sana 
Safinaz, Lime Light, Uniworth 

Footwear Bata Pakistan, Servis, Ndure, Hush Puppies, ECS, Stylo, Urban 
Sole, Insignia, Walkeaze 

Accessories Hub, Jafferjees, M.Jafferjees, Make Up City,  Tesoro, ENEM 

Pharmacies Servaid, D.Watson, Shaheen, Fazal Din’s 
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In terms of the location of individual chain stores across 
all brands, an estimated 50% of all individual stores are 
located in three metropolitan areas of Lahore, Karachi, 
and Islamabad/Rawalpindi. Lahore has 23% of all 
stores, followed by Karachi (13%), Islamabad/Rawal-
pindi (13%), Faisalabad (5%), Gujranwala (4%), 
Multan (4%), and Peshawar (3%). 34% of the remain-
ing stores are spread across the rest of the country other 
in areas other than the aforementioned metropolitan 
areas.

The last couple of decades have seen domestic chain 
stores establish a firm presence in the formal retail sector 
in Pakistan. However, there are certain points that have 
impeded and continue to impede the growth of the 
chain store sector in Pakistan. 

Pakistani chain store brands despite their growing 
network do not have enough stores to cater to the 
population. The issue is further exacerbated by the high 
concentration of stores in three major metropolitan 
areas i.e. Karachi, Lahore, and Rawalpindi/Islamabad. 

Furthermore, nearly all of the chain store businesses in 
Pakistan, even the ones with extensive store networks, 
are either sole proprietorships or family-owned business-
es. In order to grow and contribute to the economy at a 
larger scale, these businesses need to professionalize and 
be willing to offer equity to investors and ideally list 
themselves on the stock exchange. 

Professionalizing their businesses in this manner would 
also allow these businesses to grow outside Pakistan. 
This is important because despite its growth as a domes-
tic sector, Pakistani chain store brands, on the whole, 
have not been able to build their international profiles 
and penetrate the international markets. Only a few 
clothing & apparel brands have established some 
presence in international markets with significant South 
Asian Diasporas. Yet, even these market penetrations are 
at their nascent stages. 

The chain store sector in Pakistan is a cornerstone of 
the formal retail sector in the country. However, the 
businesses in the sector need to expand both locally and 
internationally. This is only possible by improving 
quality standards and by letting go the ‘seth’ culture that 
permeates through the ownership and management 
structures of these businesses. 
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CHAIN STORES BY LOCATION

FACTORS IMPEDING GROWTH 

Regional Comparison: 
Supermarkets Chain Stores – Pakistan vs. India

Despite the growth in chain store brands and their 
national coverage. The chain stores segment in 
Pakistan still is in its early stages of development. 
A key indicator of this is that Pakistan’s Top 5 
supermarket chain stores brands have an average of 
28 stores nationwide only. Whereas, Pakistan’s 
neighboring India’s Top 5 supermarket chain store 
brands have an average of 296 stores. 

India population is about 6 times that of Pakistan. 
Deflating the averages above according to popula-
tion, Pakistan’s Top 5 supermarket chain store 
brands should have at least 50 stores each (26 is the 
current average) to be on par with its neighboring 
India. 

Pakistani Chain Store Brands in International Markets

Despite its growth as a domestic sector, Pakistani 
chain store brands, on the whole, have not been 
able to build their international profiles and 
penetrate the international markets.

• Pakistani Department Stores/Hypermar-
kets have not yet been able to penetrate the Interna-
tional markets.
• A few clothing and apparel brands have 
established stores in international locations, but 
they still only cater to Pakistani and South Asian 
Diasporas and have ethnic product ranges. 
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